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Conversational Search (ConvSearch)

Information needs in ConvSearch have an unique multi-turn structure:

Turns User’s utterance

u1 What is throat cancer?

u2 Is it treatable?

u3 Tell me about lung cancer.

u4 What are its symptoms?

... ...

u7 What is the first sign of it?

In this work, a conversational query at turn i is denoted as

qi︸︷︷︸
Conv. Info. need

= { ui︸︷︷︸
Info. need

; u1, u2, u3, ..., ui−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
context

e.g., historical utterances

}.
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Cascaded Architecture

Cascaded architecture for ad-hoc search

The retrieval-and-rerank pipeline:

R = FRR

(
q′; p ∈ FRT(q

′, p ∈ D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Retrieving candidate passages

)
.

where R is a (re-)ranked list of relevant passages p for a given query q′.

To fit this effective architecture to ConvSearch, conversational query

reformulation (CQR) has been recognized as an important module.

CQR reformulates the conversational query into a de-contextualized

ad-hoc query via T5-rewriting, HQExp, etc.

q′i = FCQR(ui ; u1, u2, ...ui−1)
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Cascaded Architecture for ConvSearch

Recently, conversational dense retrieval (ConvDR) has shown the great

success of integrating CQR into bi-encoder models.

Cascaded architecture for ConvSearch

R = FConvRerank

(
q; p ∈ FConvDR(q, p ∈ D)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Retrieving candidate passages

)
.

q is a raw conversational query without any reformulation.

Follow ConvDR’s success, we want to build a conversational passage

re-ranker (ConvRerank) for improving the top-ranking effectiveness.

=⇒ similar to ConvDR, perform re-ranking without reformulation.
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Pseudo-labeling with View Ensemble

To collect the higher-quality training pairs for ConvRerank, we develop a

pseudo-labeling approach with view ensemble.

The intuition is based on the empirical observation, for example

#7. In late 2009,  Terry Gilliam 's film  The Imaginarium of 
Doctor Parnassus was released, with Waits in the

…

<latexit sha1_base64="dUDOgrbLJ/Svgk4hV7wnK9xiI2M=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqexKUY9FLx4r2g9o15LNzrahSXZJskpZ+j+8eFDEq//Fm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMG9f9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gpeNUUWjSmMeqExANnEloGmY4dBIFRAQc2sHoeuq3H0FpFst7M07AF2QgWcQoMVZ6uOtnPSUwGSiAcNIvV9yqOwNeJl5OKihHo1/+6oUxTQVIQznRuuu5ifEzogyjHCalXqohIXREBtC1VBIB2s9mV0/wiVVCHMXKljR4pv6eyIjQeiwC2ymIGepFbyr+53VTE136GZNJakDS+aIo5djEeBoBDpkCavjYEkIVs7diOiSKUGODKtkQvMWXl0nrrOqdV2u3tUr9Ko+jiI7QMTpFHrpAdXSDGqiJKFLoGb2iN+fJeXHenY95a8HJZw7RHzifP2+Fknw=</latexit>

Sagreed

#1. In 2001, the recording of the second full-length album  
Imaginarium  started. It was released in April 2002

…

<latexit sha1_base64="YWb8U99hfmqBW4dKwYL6VkpET8I=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCp5KIqMeiF48V7Qe0IWw2k3bpbhJ2N0qJ/SlePCji1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHKmtON8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fPru63VZJJCi2a8ER2A6KAsxhammkO3VQCEQGHTjC6nvqdB5CKJfG9HqfgCTKIWcQo0Uby7eqdn/elwCFTZCABwolv15y6MwNeJm5BaqhA07e/+mFCMwGxppwo1XOdVHs5kZpRDpNKP1OQEjoiA+gZGhMBystnp0/wsVFCHCXSVKzxTP09kROh1FgEplMQPVSL3lT8z+tlOrr0chanmYaYzhdFGcc6wdMczMMSqOZjQwiVzNyK6ZBIQrVJq2JCcBdfXibt07p7Xj+7Pas1roo4yugQHaET5KIL1EA3qIlaiKJH9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHvLVkFTMH6A+szx9NLpQL</latexit>

Sdisagreed

The UK release for the film was scheduled for 6 June 2009 … to 16 
October 2009. … The USA release was on 25 December…

When did it came out? —> When did The Imaginarium come out?

Did William direct the imaginarium?
Who did co-write with? 
How did Gilliam approach making the film? 

<latexit sha1_base64="0Mt+FGGyqKsDZOlWi4MuTklvy6I=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY8kXjyCyiOBlcwOszBhdnYz02tCCJ/gxYPGePWLvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJHCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNHGqGW+wWMa6HVDDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiQvBWMbmZ+64lrI2L1gOOE+xEdKBEKRtFK93eP9V6x5JbdOcgq8TJSggy1XvGr249ZGnGFTFJjOp6boD+hGgWTfFropoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixp/MT52SM6v0SRhrWwrJXP09MaGRMeMosJ0RxaFZ9mbif14nxfDanwiVpMgVWywKU0kwJrO/SV9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObTsGG4C2/vEqaF2XvslypV0rVShZHHk7gFM7Bgyuowi3UoAEMBvAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8A/3CNlA==</latexit>

RQ

CANARD

We hypothesize that ground-truth answer can provide more faithful

signals of relevance.

(e.g., #1 =⇒ false positive vs. #7 =⇒ true positive )
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Pseudo-labeling with View Ensemble

First, we use BM25 and monoT5 [4] with different query views,1

RQ = monoT5
(
q∗; p ∈ BM25

(
q∗; p ∈ D

))
,

RA = monoT5
(
q∗; p ∈ BM25

(
q∗∥a; p ∈ D

))
Second, we ensemble two ranked lists by simply pushing the agreed

passages to the top; and down the disagreed passages to the bottom like

REM(RQ |RA) = Sagreed ∥ Sdisagreed.

Last, we use this re-ordered list to construct the pseudo training pairs;

and fine-tune ConvRerank on this data from monoT5’s checkpoint.

1Follow CQE paper, we use rewritten query q∗ from CANARD dataset, and a refers to the ground-truth answer in QuAC dataset.
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Experiments



Experiments: Full Ranking Results

Our baseline approach is setting #(e), which used the T5-rewriting

model in advance of re-ranking

Latency CAsT’19 Eval CAsT’20 Eval

# Retrieval (→ Re-ranking) (ms/q) nDCG@3 / 100 nDCG@3 / 100

Upper-bound system w/ manual query

TCT-ColBERT [3] → monoT5 - 0.583 / 0.545 0.556 / 0.546

(a) ConvDR → BERT (RRF) [7] 1900 0.541 / - 0.392 / -

(b) CRDR [5] 1690 0.553 / - 0.381 / -

(c) CTS+MVR† [1] 14630 0.565 / - - / -

(d) CQE - 0.492 / 0.447 0.319 / 0.350

(e) CQE → T5-rewrite+monoT5 1910 0.549d / 0.484d 0.418d / 0.395d

(f) CQE → ConvRerank 1675 0.563d / 0.487d 0.432d / 0.456de

=⇒ better top-ranking effectiveness(nDCG↑); more efficient(latency ↓).
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Experiments: Effect Analysis

Table 1: Fine-tune ConvRerank on

different training data using different

ranked list.

CAsT’19 Eval CAsT’20 Eval

Ranked list nDCG@3 / 100 nDCG@3 / 100

REM(RQ |RA) 0.563bcd / 0.487bcd 0.432bcd / 0.456bcd

RQ 0.517 / 0.467 0.396 / 0.382

RA 0.495 / 0.464 0.392 / 0.382

REM(RA|RQ ) 0.519c / 0.474bc 0.403 / 0.389bc

Table 2: Different first-stage retrieved passage

candidates.

CAsT’19 Eval CAsT’20 Eval

Retrieval (→ Re-ranking) nDCG@3 / 100 nDCG@3 / 100

S
p
ar
se HQE [6] 0.261 / 0.308 0.164 / 0.204

HQE → T5-rewrite + monoT5‡ 0.553 / 0.519 0.379 / 0.377

HQE → ConvRerank‡ 0.558 / 0.511 0.389 / 0.384

D
en
se CQE [2] 0.492 / 0.447 0.319 / 0.350

CQE → T5-rewrite + monoT5 0.549 / 0.484 0.418 / 0.395

CQE → ConvRerank 0.563 / 0.487 0.432 / 0.456

H
yb
ri
d CQE-HYB [2] 0.498 / 0.494 0.330 / 0.368

CQE-HYB → T5-rewrite + monoT5 0.556 / 0.531 0.428 / 0.411

CQE-HYB → ConvRerank 0.584 / 0.534 0.424 / 0.410
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Conclusion



Conclusion

Our conversational passage re-ranking (ConvRerank)

• uses the pseudo-labeling with the proposed view ensemble trick

• has better effectiveness and decent efficiency

Some future works include,

• Consolidating ConvDR and ConRerank (e.g., w/ co-training).

• Adopting candidate pruning (e.g., dynamically top-k candidates).

• Corpus-only data augmentation with high-quality training pairs.
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Thank You!
Are there any questions you’d like to ask?

Jia-Huei Ju jhjoo@citi.sinica.edu.tw

Sheng-Chieh Lin j587@uwaterloo.ca

Ming-Feng Tsai mftsaics.nccu.edu.tw

Chuan-Ju Wang cjwang@citi.sinica.edu.tw
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